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	This book is the fourth in the coaching series with Kogan Page and

	the Association for Coaching. In the first book in the series, Excellence

	in Coaching: The industry guide, we explored coaching models and core

	coaching concepts such as ethics, supervision and cross-cultural working.

	That book has become one of the best-respected introductions to coaching,

	which is a reflection of the high quality of the contributors who shared

	their work in it. The book has now been through a series of reprints since

	its first publication in 2006, and as a result we have worked to update

	the book, with a second edition containing both updated material in the

	existing chapters and several new chapters on new models, research and

	evaluation. In the second book in the series, Psychometrics in Coaching, we

	explored psychometrics and their use in coaching. The book aimed to

	encourage coaches to take a broader view of their role and extend their

	practice into a wider range of psychometrics. Such tools can be a useful

	guide that to help coachees reflect on their own behaviour, personality

	and abilities, as well as providing a language for a discussion about these

	attributes, and how the coachee can change and develop to become more

	effective in their role. The third book, Diversity in Coaching, applied a

	similar approach to diversity, reviewing gender, national and cultural

	differences, and how these differences may influence the coachee (and

	coach) in the coaching relationship.
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Scala Functional Programming PatternsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Grok and perform effective functional programming in Scala


	About This Book

	
		Understand functional programming patterns by comparing them with the traditional object-oriented design patterns
	
		Write robust, safer, and better code using the declarative programming paradigm
	
		An...
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SQL For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006

	See how SQL interfaces with today's environments


	 


	Start building and using relational databases with SQL's newest features


	The database may be the twenty-first century filing cabinet, but building one is a little more complex than sliding drawers into a metal...
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Fundamentals of GeobiologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	2012 PROSE Award, Earth Science: Honorable Mention 

	

	For more than fifty years scientists have been concerned with the interrelationships of Earth and life. Over the past decade, however, geobiology, the name given to this interdisciplinary endeavour, has emerged as an exciting and rapidly expanding field,...
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An Introduction to Programming and Numerical Methods in MATLABSpringer, 2005
MATLAB is a powerful programme, which naturally lends itself to the rapid implementation of most numerical algorithms. This text, which uses MATLAB, gives a detailed overview of structured programming and numerical methods for the undergraduate student.

The book covers numerical methods for solving a wide range of problems, from...
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Woodwork: A Step-by-step Photographic GuideDK Adult, 2010

	This is a step-by-step photographic guide. Whether you want to build your own bed or put a bookshelf together, find out how to tackle your chosen woodwork task with confidence, using this step-by-step guide. Learn how to master the key woodwork techniques, from simple skills to intricate carving, following clear instructions and photographs....
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The Mikado MethodManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		The Mikado Method is a book written by the creators of this process. It describes a pragmatic, straightforward, and empirical method to plan and perform non-trivial technical improvements on an existing software system. The method has simple rules, but the applicability is vast. As you read,...
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